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Fancy Food 2019 Stats

Specialty Industry Skyrocketing

2.6k+ $150bn
200k+ 16.1%
exhibitors

specialty food industry

specialty products

of total market

Sex A-Peel

Plant-based jerky is on the rise, and we’d wager it’s not slowing
down anytime soon. To sink their teeth into this growing
market, Wild Joy has turned to the humble and versatile
banana. Wild Joy’s banana jerky balances the fruit’s
natural sweetness with savory seasonings, from
the smoky Original to zesty Chipotle Lime.
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Buck Up

Inspired by a
life-changing breakfast
on the sunny shores of
Australia, Lil Bucks is bringing
the goodness of sprouted
buckwheat to this side of the pond.
Lil Bucks sprouts and dehydrates
buckwheat groats to activate and retain
nutrients and antioxidants. Protein-rich and
naturally gluten-free, sprouted buckwheat is
a great alternative to traditional grain-based
granolas. Sprinkle the O.G. groats on yogurt or
salads, or chomp on superfood-packed Clusterbucks
for a sweet snack.

Sun Salutations

Sun Alchemy is serving up quality functional beverages in convenient single serve pouches. Eight
unique blends are perfect for hiking, camping or sidestepping that sad office coffee maker. Try
the Cognitive Coffee for a brain boost or the Golden Latte for some Ayurvedic balance. Need to
make up for a little overindulgence? The Charcoal Lemonade has got your cleansing needs covered.
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Tiny Tins

Inspired by artisanal tinned foods found in
coastal Spain and Portugal, Freshé delivers a
complete protein-rich mini meal in a convenient, portable tin. Each meal combines
wild-caught tuna with fresh, globally
inspired ingredients. Whether you want to
keep it classic with Provence Niçoise, or
spice it up with Thai Sriracha, these
charming tins will add an air of whimsy
to your lunch hour.

Whey to Go

California company Render partners with world-class chefs
to develop innovative, sustainable food and beverages.
Weyla, a sparkling drink made from up-cycled whey,
thoughtfully blends fruit, herbs and botanicals into
an elevated, complex beverage. Available in
three refreshing varieties, our standout pick
was Strawberry Fennel Tarragon. Bright,
juicy and little herbaceous, it’s a
summer garden in a bottle.
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On a Roll

Wholly Rollies, the newest
offering from Crazy Richard’s, is
a well-rounded snack in more
ways than one. Made from Crazy
Richard’s signature peanut butter
blended with wholesome ingredients like
oats, dates and flax, these frozen treats are a
perfect bite of clean energy anytime, anywhere.

Ice is Nice

Herb & Lou is bringing the sophisticated flavors of
craft cocktails straight to your freezer. Each of their
infused ice cubes is made to pair perfectly with your
favorite spirit. The Cooper blends blood orange and
ginger for a new take on an Old Fashioned. The
Seymour, a Meyer lemon daiquiri, is tropical redux
with notes of bergamot and chamomile. Teetotalers
can have their fun too — drop a cube into seltzer and
sip yourself to mocktail heaven.
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Sea Snacks

We spotted an influx of Hawaiian products at this year’s
Expo East, and we’re glad to see LoloYum has joined the
party. This satisfying, salty-sweet-savory snack mix
gets its signature flavor from Furikake, a traditional
seaweed and sesame-based Japanese seasoning
blend. With punchy flavor and just the right amount
of crunch, LoloYum can cut through any craving.

Up Grain

Move over, quinoa. Fonio might be the next “it” grain. This
versatile, nutrient-dense supergrain has slowly been
building a buzz, and Yolélé is on a mission to bring it
to the masses. Native to West Africa, fonio is
sustainable, easily digestible, and packed with
vitamins and amino acids. By sourcing fonio
from smallholder farms, Yolélé is committed to elevating the economic and
environmental prosperity of West
African farming communities.
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And that’s just a
nibble of the action!

Get in touch for more of our take on top
trends and how these insights can transform
your brand.

Join The Conversation:
Wendy Church

Director, Client Services
wendy@wallacechurch.com

wallacechurch.com

Celsae Vandenberg

Strategy, Innovation Director
celsae@wallacechurch.com
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